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Digital Fiction: ‘Unruly object’ or literary artefact? 
Abstract 
Is digital fiction worthy of serious consideration as a literary text and does it have a place in 
the English classroom, particularly in light of the establishment of a stand-alone Literature 
subject as part of the Years 11-12 English program in the Australian Curriculum ? To answer 
these questions this paper briefly looks at the development and definitions of digital fict ion, 
examines a number of current digital narrative formats, considers narratological analyses of 
two digital texts that accord with literary practice but also account for the affordances of the 
digital environment and finally provides a snapshot of the author's professional practice in 
this area. 
Introduction  
The literary landscape is currently experiencing a shift whereby print-based narratives are 
slowly giving way to one (eventually) of digital dominance. This transition requires teachers 
of literature to rethink their cultural assumptions about the nature of literary forms and to 
understand digital narratives in formal ways, including from a narratological perspective that 
can account for the contemporary forms of narrative (in this case digital narrative) for which 
the taxonomies and typologies of a classical narratology are no longer adequate. Digital 
narratives could be easily dismissed as ‘games’ and seen as unworthy of serious literary 
study. Yet, they are multi-modal texts that are constructed of complex networks of diverse 
narrative elements that do not readily lend themselves to a disciplined and streamlined 
analysis; rather, they need to be approached through multiple and flexible means. In an 
attempt to change this perception of non-literariness this paper seeks to situate digital fictions 
within a narrative ecology through a look at historical beginnings, a range of current formats, 
the textual analysis of two digital narratives and musings upon possible classroom 
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applications. In doing so, it is most closely aligned with the Literature subject of the year 11-
12 English Curriculum (ACARA, 2017) and its focus is on literary analysis rather than digital 
literacies and new media studies.  
Defining Digital Fiction 
Any attempt to arrive at a fixed definition of digital fiction is almost impossible given the 
ever-changing nature of the field. However, Bell et al provide a broad definition from which 
to proceed: 
Digital Fiction is fiction written for and read on a computer screen that pursues its 
verbal, discursive, and/or conceptual complexity through the digital medium, and 
would lose something of its aesthetic and semiotic function if it were removed from 
the medium. (Bell et al, 2010) 
Predictably, while this definition was written as recently as 2010 the reference to ‘computer’ 
screen is already somewhat redundant given the proliferation of devices on which digital 
fiction is now typically read. This redundancy also flags the constant change within the field 
as a result of technological developments. Astrid Ensslin on the other hand, restricts her 
definition of fiction under the ‘digital fiction’ umbrella to those that exhibit specific elements 
of readability which include the written and/or spoken word and particular aspects of 
textuality that require stylistic, narratological and ludic analysis (2014, p. 76). This debate 
will, no doubt, continue. 
 
Despite digital fiction in one form or another now being available for almost four decades, 
academic discussion continues as to whether these texts can be considered literary texts or, as 
is more often, unruly objects (Rettberg & Rettberg, 2010). On the one hand, they do appear 
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’unruly’ as they do not conform to the conventions of print texts yet, on the other hand, they 
can be seen as occupying a position along a continuum of literary texts. Electronic literature 
emerges both from a culture of networked computing and from contemporary literary and 
artistic practices (Rettberg & Rettberg, 2010) including postmodernism and 
poststructuralism. They tell a story, use literary devices and intertextual references; readers 
interact with them and make meaning from this interaction.  A number of formats have clear 
antecedents such as hypertext novels which hark back to choose-your-own-adventure stories 
in print texts. Therefore, they should be viewed as another development in a long history of 
literary experimentation and innovation. 
 
Another difficulty of working with digital fiction is the provisional nature of the literary 
terminology both in terms of the relevance or otherwise of conventional narratological terms 
such as author, narrator, illustrator and so on. Furthermore, the somewhat cavalier manner in 
which creators, publishers and distributors assign seemingly randomly-coined terms to new 
digital textual formats can cause added confusion. Nomenclatures for variations on the digital 
novel range from ‘digitally augmented’, through ‘born digital’, and ‘transmedia’ to 
‘networked’ novels to name a few. Analysts not only struggle with finding an appropriate 
noun by which to describe a text but also have difficulty in settling on verbs wondering if a 
digital narrative is told, created or enacted and conversely, read, viewed or played. However, 
these complications are characteristic of periods of innovation and experimentation and as the 
field becomes more established its associated terminology will, hopefully, become more 
stable. Ensslin argues that despite this ambiguity the interface between digital writing, audio-
visual art, and game programming has proven to be one of the most prolific breeding grounds 
for digital artists and writers in the twenty-first century thus far (2014, p. 75). For this reason 
alone the field deserves serious consideration as a legitimate part of the literary landscape.   
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Examples of digital ‘objects’ 
Some of the most popular digital formats of Children’s and YA Literature are eBooks, apps 
and ‘born digital’ narratives. As many teachers will be aware, in most cases eBooks are 
typically print books that have been published in a digital format, sometimes labelled ‘paper-
under-glass’ by some analysts (Ensslin, 2014, 76). They follow a linear progression 
determined by the author and/or the illustrator (depending on the format), generally have no 
or very little of the interactivity of apps for example but do have digital functionalities that 
are not available to print texts such as search and dictionary buttons. Narrative apps, on the 
other hand, are print narratives that have been remediated to interactive digital formats that 
range in degree of interactivity from low to very complex. They are navigated via hyperlinks 
and/or interactive games as well as other multimodal features. The Alice for iPad app (See 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gew68Qj5kxw for a preview) is a remediation of the 
Alice in Wonderland tale in which, besides the traditional written text and illustrations, 
readers can tilt the iPad to make Alice grow and shrink and shake it to see the deck of cards 
scatter and fall upon Alice.  It also includes touch screen functions to advance the narrative as 
well as other applications which centre on playfulness rather than purpose. It is typical of 
adaptations of canonical children’s authors (Beatrix Potter, Dr Seuss) and more contemporary 
examples (Shaun Tan, Oliver Jeffers & Mo Willems to name but a few) remediated as apps 
and readily available on a range of devices. 
Many apps now come with additional paratextual materials and are referred to as ‘enhanced 
apps’. Originally this term referred to enhanced software capabilities but it seems to have 
been taken over and used to indicate an app with many functionalities and modes. The print 
novel War Horse by Michael Morpugo (first published by Kaye and Ward in 1982) has found 
new life firstly adapted to stage and film, then published as an eBook and more recently 
remediated as an app. This ‘enhanced app’ would be suitable for upper primary and lower 
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secondary students of both English and History. It includes the original written text and 
illustrations from the print text as well as an audio function of the author reading the text with 
the relevant sentence highlighted to aid word recognition. In addition, along the margin of the 
pages of the story, readers can access a World War I timeline, a map of Europe as well as 
multiple hyperlinks to audio and video presentations that provide an historical framework for 
the novel. These paratextual features provide social and historical contexts but also may 
disrupt readers’ immersion in the narrative. (An analysis of the ways of reading such texts 
and the associated digital literacies involved is, however, beyond the scope of this paper). 
Finally, ‘born digital’ narratives are multi-modal texts that have been conceived of, and 
created for, a digital environment as opposed to adapted and/or remediated print texts.  A 
popular and freely available example is Inanimate Alice (http://inanimatealice.com/), an 
episodic story that follows a young girl, Alice, as she and her parents move around the globe, 
according to the dictates of her father’s job as a geologist. In the first episode Alice is aged 
eight and being home-schooled by her mother in a remote part of China. Alice ages several 
years with each new episode and in the recently-released Episode 6 – The Last Gas Station 
she is 19, at college and working at a gas station. The Inanimate Alice website contains a lot 
of support material for teachers and students and currently many of the episodes are available 
in up to seven different languages. Interestingly, Kate Pullinger is described as the author and 
Chris Joseph as the illustrator but of course the creation of the series requires the 
collaboration of a whole team of people. This reliance on classical narratological terminology 
is an indication of the transitional phase in which digital fiction finds itself and is evident in 
the analysis below where Bell, in particular, refers to the ‘reader’ of 10:01 when ‘player’ 
might be more appropriate. These examples of digital fictions are only a small sample of the 
formats in which digital narratives are being published but provide a context for 
understanding the challenges of attempting to analyse such digital texts. 
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Textual Analysis  
While many different approaches to the analysis of digital texts exist, it is a narratological 
lens that is used here. In a broad response to debate on the textual analysis of digital fiction 
Bell et al (2014, p. 7) caution against the unmediated application of print-based frameworks 
but at the same time argue that digital fiction should be seen as part of a continuum of 
narrative rather than an entirely new practice. For instance, digital fiction relies on the use of 
intertextual references and particular schemas that align it with a history of narrative that 
dates back through the ages to oral storytelling. Bell et al (2014) insist that commentators 
need to expand the core practices of literary studies to accommodate digital fiction. They 
acknowledge that this will depend on the particular characteristics of the text under 
discussion and might include such methods as visual semiotics, discourse analysis, and 
possible world theory. Ruth Page and Bronwen Thomas (2011) suggest that analysts of 
digital storytelling need to develop ways of understanding the ongoing, process-centred 
nature of storytelling within such online interactions while David Ciccoricco (2012) suggests 
that any analysis of digital fiction needs to draw productively on ideas from “literary and 
narrative theory […] semiotics and film studies […] as well as game studies”. However, he 
immediately adds that digital fiction does not comfortably fit into any one of these critical 
frameworks. In addition to a nod to its narrative precursors, a digital ecology also calls for the 
need to consider media-specific attributes of a text such as interface design, software & 
hardware, hypertext links, images, sounds and so on (Punday, 2014; Rettberg, cited in Bell, 
2014, p .7) and how these features of a digital text impact upon the meaning-making 
processes. A social semiotic theory of multimodality for instance provides some analytical 
tools such as salience (tone, colour, foregrounding etc), compositional principles (L-R, Top to 
bottom, centre-margin etc) positioning of reader/viewer, modality, and framing (Bell et al, 
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2014, p. 9). The text under examination and the motivation of the analyst will often determine 
the methods chosen. 
The particular interest of the analysis of digital fiction in this paper is in a narratological 
approach; that is, with a focus on how the story is told rather than what it is about. Just as 
classical narratology was adapted to accommodate narratives influenced by postmodernism 
and post-structuralism, so too the resultant post-classical narratology (see Herman and 
Vervaeck, 2005 & Heise, 1997 for instance) is currently in the process of being adapted to 
cater for fiction created for digital environments. It has to be said however, that despite quite 
extensive theoretical discussions around narratological approaches to digital fiction, there are 
very few systematic analyses of digital fiction published and even fewer in the field of 
Children’s or YA Literature. Therefore, in an attempt to draw some of the points raised so far 
towards a possible methodological approach, this next section examines how aspects of 
literary and narrative theory can be applied to digital texts, in the first instance, and how a 
number of textual strategies may be adapted to accommodate the affordances of the digital 
environment.  
 
Taming the ‘Unruly Object’? 
In the first analysis Alice Bell (2014) looks at what she calls media-specific metalepsis. She 
compares Lance Olsen’s print novel 10:01 to Olsen & Tim Guthrie’s web-based digital text 
of the same name, both of which are set in a movie cinema in the Mall of America and cover 
the 10 minutes and one second leading up to the start of the main feature at which point an 
explosion occurs. It could safely be expected that most readers of the print version would 
follow the linear, chronological flow of the novel as determined by the sequence of pages 
provided. Readers of the digital version however, have more opportunity to engage with the 
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text through a variety of modes (characters’ voices, photographic images, music, sound 
effects, and external links) which can lead to multiple, rather than a single, reading path(s). 
Potentially, each time a reader navigates the text a different path could be followed resulting 
in slightly different perspectives in the analysis. 
 
Bell maintains that the cursor allows the reader, situated in the actual world, to reach into the 
fictional world. However, this is complicated by the fact that once play is underway the 
player/reader also occupies a space in the fictional world towards the back of the cinema 
from whence s/he can view the cinema audience as well as the curtained screen. As the reader 
moves the mouse to click on members of the cinema audience, the cursor on the screen 
moves, thus the reader is ‘double-situated’ in both the actual and fictional worlds (29) and 
therefore exists in two ontological domains at the same time.  While metalepsis 
conventionally refers to the transgression of logical and hierarchical relations between 
different levels of narration that disrupts the hierarchy of relations between character, 
narrator, and author (Genette 1980, pp. 234-235) the digital environment allows apparent 
disruption to this hierarchy by the reader/player as well. However, Bell also recognizes that 
while the reader has some degree of agency through this media-specific metalepsis s/he has 
no ability to intercede. Conventionally, it is usually the narrator or a character who disrupts 
the story hierarchy however, in the case of digital fiction, because of its particular 
affordances, this can be achieved by the reader/player in what might be called ‘real time’. 
 
Audible metalespsis: 
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Another form of metalepsis Bell identifies in digital texts is what she calls audible 
metalepsis. Here, the reader has access to sound effects from the fictional world including, in 
the case of 10:01, buzzing of fireflies, a character’s heartbeat, the spinning of a movie reel 
and so on (31) – all are audible representations of the fictional world which complement the 
third person narration. These sounds cross the ontological boundary to reach the reader in the 
actual world and potentially, influence her/his ‘reading’ of the text. In the first example 
above, the disruption to the ontological space flows from the actual world to that of the 
fictional world while, in the audible metalepsis, the disruption is created by the sound effects 
coming from the fictional world to the actual.  
 
Metaleptic links: 
A third instance of metalepsis identified by Bell is where the digital text provides a series of 
hyperlinks to the websites of the stores in the Mall where the cinema is located which provide 
contextual information that originates in the actual world and represents another form of 
ontological intrusion that is only made possible in a digital environment (33). In this latter 
example, the websites of the particular stores can also be regarded as paratextual features of 
the text which, according to Genette (1997) have the ability to create an ‘implicit context’ 
which defines or modifies its meaning and may affect the reception and consumption of the 
primary text through positioning of its readers. These examples of how Bell has adapted the 
notion of metalepsis (which was originally theorised around print texts) to the digital 
environment indicate a way forward for the modification of other narrative strategies to 
accommodate the affordances of a digital ecology. 
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The second analysis is of the digital text The Path (by Auriea Harvey & Michaël Samyn, 
2009) which is a remediation of the Little Red Riding Hood fairy tale. Six sisters live within 
an apartment and one by one they are sent on an errand by their mother (who remains 
otherwise absent from the game - unless she is the white figure in the forest) to their 
grandmother who lives in a house in the forest. The sisters all have a name which is a 
variation of the colour red, Rose, Ginger, Scarlet and so on.  The Path is a third person, single 
player game that can be played on either Microsoft PC or Apple Mac computers. The only 
rule is not to stray from the path and keep away from the forest but if players adhere to this 
rule no progress will be made. Players are forced to step off the path into the woods where 
they inevitably encounter a wolf in a variety of guises including a real wolf (Robin’s story), a 
woodsman (Carmen’s) and a musician (Scarlet’s). The text is labelled a video game and 
requires game-like interactivity from viewer/players. However, Cobley (2001, p. 3) posits 
that “narrative is a particular form of representation implementing signs; … necessarily 
bound up with sequence, space and time” and The Path certainly seems to comply with these 
features. Additionally, Ensslin (2014) points out that it utilises a number of literary devices 
such as interior monologue and metalepsis that underscore its obligation to the literary canon 
as does its intertextual indebtedness to the original fairy tale. Furthermore, it is structured in 
three acts (a play on a play perhaps), and its architecture is more similar to a series of short 
stories or chapters in a novel than a video game. This hybridity reflects the ambiguity around 
such texts and requires, according to Ensslin (2014), a mixture of narratological, stylistic, 
semiotic and ludological methods in order to analyse it. 
 
The text has been labelled as a video game of the horror genre although the authors/creators 
insist that it adheres to the conventions of neither but, in order to get the attention of the 
games industry, they needed to provide categories of both format and genre (Newheiser, 
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2009). There is no overt narration in the conventional sense but the sisters at times engage in 
a form of interior monologue as they wander through the forest. The viewer/player is able to 
choose the path the character follows, admittedly from predetermined options built into the 
game. It might be argued that the viewer/player’s choices contribute to the construction of a 
narrative and can perhaps be seen as a form of narration, albeit under construction and subject 
to change each time the viewer/player 'reads' the text or another viewer/player does so. There 
is also a website associated with The Path (http://tale-of-tales.com/ThePath/) which contains 
a blog on which each of the sisters post and to which the other sisters and members of the 
community comment. These, and other aspects of the website, could be considered paratexts 
of the game as each post has the potential to create the sort of 'implicit context' mentioned 
earlier and thus affect subsequent readings of the text. It is also possible to construct the blog 
as a form of focalisation through which the viewer/player has access to the thoughts and 
feelings of the characters via their posts and comments. 
  
Ensslin argues that the text is at the “interface between digital writing, audio-visual art and 
game programming that places it on a continuum with other hybrid digital artefacts that 
combine ludic and literary characteristics (2014, 75). Nothing in the digital fiction world it 
seems is fixed and stable but rather constantly changing and challenging. In an interview 
soon after the game’s release Mark Samyn explained: “Our work is more about exploring the 
narrative potential of a situation. We create only the situation. And the actual story emerges 
from playing, partially in the game, partially in the player’s mind.” This is the essence of a 
writerly text (after Barthes) and aligns with Rettberg & Rettberg’s (2010) argument that 
digital narratives require new conceptualizations of the relationships between reader, writer, 
and media. 
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In the first part of Ensslin’s chapter on The Path she provides a comprehensive discussion of 
the plot, characters and functionalities of the game (see Ensslin, 2014, 79-83) and describes 
The Path as hybrid digital artefact that combines ludic and literary qualities (75-76). The 
second part of the chapter is devoted to a ludo-narratological reading in which she utilises 
narratological strategies and adapts them to a digital ecology. Ensslin points to three main 
techniques in relation to The Path: (i) metalucidity which she describes as aspects of a game 
designed to make players reflect on the gameplay (84-85) and which seems to be similar to 
self-reflexivity in postmodern texts whereby authors (and illustrators) self-consciously draw 
attention to the narrative conventions of the text; (ii) allusive fallacy or ‘purposeful 
deception’ which interrogates the design features of the game that intentionally mislead 
players and finally (iii) illusive agency which examines the whole notion of seemingly 
enhanced player agency in digital texts whereas players are often led along predetermined 
paths (85). The disclosure of these strategies highlights the complexity of the digital 
environment and perhaps explains how players of The Path can become forever lost in the 
forest or, if they make it to Grandmother’s house, be further confounded by a labyrinth of 
hallways, perhaps never reaching the elusive (illusory?) safety of Grandmother’s bedroom. 
The Path is a postmodern text that provides a number of possible alternative storylines which 
playfully but purposefully creates uncertainty, fragmentation, and ambiguity at the same time 
that it interrogates the conventions of most commercially-produced games. 
 
Professional Practice 
In my own professional practice as a lecturer in the field of Children's and Young Adult 
Literature I use a much broader definition of digital fiction than perhaps that of Ensslin 
discussed earlier. It is more in line with that of Daniel Punday (2014, p. 58) and incorporates 
a greater range or formats including, but not limited to, hypertext narratives, video games and 
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mixed-media texts. This allows the flexibility to accommodate new formats as a result of 
constantly changing technological affordances along with continued creative experimentation 
with such platforms. 
 
In my endeavours to raise awareness of digital fiction with my students (undergraduate and 
postgraduate) I deliver a lecture entitled eBooks, apps and 'born digital' narratives to each of 
my four units, varying it according to the year level and aims and learning outcomes of the 
particular unit. The work I do with digital narratives within the Masters of Education unit 
most closely aligns with the narratological lens used here. As current or becoming teachers 
and teacher-librarians I feel it is important that they are able to engage with narratological 
analysis of conventional and digital texts as many of them will be engaging with aspect of 
literary discussion as per the Australian Curriculum. 
With the undergraduate classes in the YA Literature unit during the tutorial following the 
lecture, I also allow time for the students to play Inanimate Alice on their various devices. We 
then conduct a 'walk through' using the data projector (or interactive whiteboard depending 
on the room) and discuss game functionality and conventions as well as literary aspects such 
as narration, focalisation, character development and so on. As an inexperienced gamer I find 
it works best if a student operates the controls (mouse/keyboard in the case of Inanimate 
Alice). The ensuing discussions involve comparisons with many of their out-of-school digital 
texts (mostly video games) and encourages them to reflect on aspects of these texts 
(narration, focalisation, agency and so) that they had previously not considered. 
 
The undergraduate Children's Literature class, which is made up of Early Childhood and 
Primary pre-service teachers, do a four-week Literature Circles activity in the final weeks of 
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the semester and one of the set texts is Inanimate Alice. Each student, as part of their prior 
preparation, is required to play episode 1 and make notes according to their particular role 
(Discussion Director, Literary Luminary, Classroom Connector or Investigator/Researcher) 
that week. Then, in class in groups of four, they discuss the text according to both gaming 
and literary features as well as applications for the classroom. This activity always results in 
lively discussion with students occupying positions ranging from hate to love and all points in 
between. They all agree however that they can see that middle primary students (Alice is 8 in 
episode 1) would enjoy it much more. Immediately prior to this tutorial, I ask a colleague-
friend who is a Year 4 teacher to play it with her students and I pass on any feedback to my 
group which is always much more positive. 
 
Over the last two years in assessment tasks I have replaced terminology such as 'novel' (YA) 
and 'picturebook' (Children's) with 'text' to encourage my students to examine a range of texts 
that include short story collections, graphic novels, comics/manga and digital fictions such as 
apps, art games, web-based and video games. With regards to the digital fiction category a 
small number of students has taken up the challenge each semester after consultation with 
me. Apps, such as Loose Strands (2014) and Don’t Let the Pigeon run this App! (2011), are 
the most popular option especially with students about to engage in Professional Experience. 
One student asked to use a first person, shooter game and, after some initial hesitation, 
I agreed. After discussions with me, he theorised his essay around discussion of narration and 
focalisation and constructions of identity. He produced a very good essay and commented 
that he now had a much better understanding of focalisation as a result. 
 
This summary of my first tentative steps to introduce my students to a range of digital fictions 
aligns with the literature strand of the Australian Curriculum (F-10) as well as the Literature 
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subject (Years 11-12) and reflects the literary nature of the units I teach. I recognise that 
teachers of English will include all three strands in their classes and, no doubt, will call upon 
other methodologies and pedagogies beyond those discussed here. 
Conclusion  
Although it should not be cast as an either/or scenario, there is no doubt that digital texts will 
become a dominant form of fiction in the foreseeable future. As suggested in the introduction, 
digital narratives are complex, multi-modal texts that do not readily lend themselves to a 
disciplined and streamlined analysis. As well, literary analysis is in a period of transition 
where every aspect of it is undergoing constant change and will no doubt continue to develop 
as further iterations are facilitated by new technologies. However, educators need to embrace 
digital texts as textual objects that have made a space for themselves in the literary landscape 
and deserve serious consideration as objects of textual analysis by both teachers and students. 
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